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High-Frequency Words
Use the High-Frequency Word Routine (p. 147) to 
introduce the words. Use these sample sentences:
 I want to read the book again. 
 Help me carry the box.  
 They grow corn on the farm.  
 We can travel on a bus. 
 Fish live in water. 
 They were playing a game.

Comprehension and Fluency
Read for Understanding Display Wetlands. Read 
aloud the title. Ask students what the cover photo 
shows them about wetlands. Next, have students 
follow along as you read aloud the text. Then 
discuss the Think About It questions.
Reread with Appropriate Pacing Choral read 
the book with students, with a focus on pacing. 
Point out that informational texts are often read 
more slowly than a story so important ideas can 
be understood. Proficient readers may read with 
partners or whisper-read on their own. (p. 148)

Word Study
Compound Words Display the word wetlands. 
Underline the two smaller words. SAY: A compound 
word is made up of two smaller words. The word 
wetlands is made up of the words wet and lands. 
Display these compounds:

 raindrop sunshine bathtub cupcake 
 sandbox hotdog backpack playpen

Have students identify the two words that make up 
each compound word. 

Assess Progress
Think About It Answers: 1. bugs, snails, fish, slugs, 
grains, and plants 2. Wetlands are home to many 
plants and animals. Animals can find food there. 
3. Farmers drained wetlands to plant crops. Now 
farmers use a little of their land to save wetlands.
Blackline Master Answers: 1. Sample answers: rail, 
snails; gray, lay; they, prey 2. Sample answers: rain, 
day, tail 3. cat, fish; pot, hole 

Phonemic Awareness Warm-Up
Substitute Phonemes SAY: Listen as I say the 
sounds in a word: /r/ /ī/ /s/, rice. I will change the /ī/ in 
rice to /ā/ to make a new word: /r/ /ā/ /s/, race. Now 
you try it. Change the middle sound in each word I say 
to /ā/ to make a new word. Then say the new word. 

 tap lock run stick 
 gum mine some please

Phonics
Introduce Long a Use the Vowel Sound-Spelling 
Routine (p. 134) and a picture of a train to introduce 
long a spelled ai. SAY: The vowel team ai is one 
spelling for long a. Repeat with these words and 
spellings: play (ay) and they (ey).

Display the words below. Use the Continuous 
Blending Routine (p. 136) to model reading the first 
word: /r/ /ā/ /n/, rain.

 rain  day prey  tail 
 say they paint stay 
 wait tray way paid

Continue with the remaining words. Point to each 
letter in a word as students say and blend the 
sounds.

English Language Learners 
Phonics Speakers of Hmong may have 
difficulty pronouncing /ā/, which does not exist 
in that language. Practice the sound with these 
words: rain, day, they. Reinforce the sound-
spelling and long a sound. Have students echo 
you to blend the sounds and say the word. 

Long a  
(ai, ay, ey)
Week 18, Book 1
374 words
270 decodable words
Decodability: 72%
High-Frequency Words: 
again, carry, farm, travel, 
water, were
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Name 

Wetlands
The long a sound has different spellings. 
 ai as in rain ay as in play ey as in they

Word Detective
1. Reread the book. Find three words with long a spellings.

                     
Build New Words
2. Change the first letter in each word to make a new word.
 main say pail

                     
Word Study
3.  Write the two small words that make up each compound word.

catfish                   
pothole                  
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